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Guidetines for Authors

We are indeed very glad to announce the launching of "AVISHKAR - Solapur

university Journal" a Journal to provide a platform to undergraduate i postgraduate

students, research scholars and teachers for the dissemination of knowledge in the

field of science, engineering, humanities,languages, social science and education'

original research papers, review articles, articles on emerging techniques and

ideas, new class-room experiments will be considered for publication'

Instructions

1. Papers / articles submitted to the Journal will be accepted after favorable peer

review,"po't'*arecommendationoftheeditorialboard.

2.Theauthorshavetosubmitanundertakingstat ingthatthepapershavenot
been and will notbe published elsewhere'

3.ManuscriptshouldbesubmittedintriplicatetoExecutiveEditorAvisbkar
Solapur Ui;trtfy Journll Solapur University, Solapur' In -addition 

to

hardcopies,-_uotho,,shouldsend.anMSWord.200TVersionbyemai l to
avishkarsolaPur@Yahoo' in

4. Manuscript should ordinarily not exceed 4 pages of 8'5"X11" or 44 size with

l, margin on all the sides, typewritten with % ipacing in MS Word-2007 using

Times N.*-no.* fooi sire 12, for text and size 10 for authors' names'

affrliation,abstract,figureandtablecaptionsandreferences,

Manuscripts in language otlier than English should accompany with the

resPective font file'

Authors name(s) be given without prefixes'

Both the title and subtitles shorild be in bold type with the title in all CAPS

and the Subtitles in Title CaPs'

5. The author's nauoe, mailing address along with phone and fa:c numbers and

email address should be provided fJr expediting the processing of

manuscriPts.

6. Up to 6 keywords must be provided for indexing and information retrievai

services.

7. Absract of the paper in not more than 150 words on a separate sheet should be

included.

8. rext may be *11*:T,11* ::i* :,Tf3:::lf.? 
Experimentar i Materiars
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9. 
'tables 

should be numbered consecutively in Arabic numerals (e.g. Table 1) in
the order of appearance in the text and should be self explanatory and
provided with titles. Footnotes to the tables, if any, should be identified by
superscript symbols and placed at the bottom of the table.

10. All figrues including photogrqphs shotild be numbered consecutively in arabic
numerals (e.g. Figure 1) in the order of appearance in the text. The width of
the figures should be between 4 to l3cms based on its importance. Figure
captions must be written with care and in some details. Photographs must be
glossy prints.

11. Reference should be cited in thstext by superscript number in arabic numeral.
References bt the end of the paper should be listed (numbered) serially in the
order of their occurrence in the text giving author's names followed by initials,
name of the Joumal (abbreviated according to the World List of Scientific
Periodicals, Butterworth, London), volume number, number of the first page
and year of publication. Reference'to book should include: narne(s) of
author(s), initials, title of the book, edition if not the first, initials and nane(s)
of the editor(s) if any, preceded by ed(s), publisher, place of publication,
chapter or pages referred to and year of publication. Reference to thesis must
include the titte of the thesis, the degree for which submitted, the University
and the year.

12. It is author's responsibility to properly;credit the source.

13.If necessary the editors may edit the manuscript substantially in order to
maintain uniformity ofpresentation and to enhance readability.
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